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S13 Education and research on traditional Kampo medicine

S13-1 On the Fundamental Attitude to Education and Research Work in the Kampo Medicine
Katsutoshi Terasawa (Toyama Medical & Pharmaceutical University)

S13-2 The clinical and immunomodulatory effects of herbal medicines on rheumatoid arthritis
Toshiaki Kogure (Gunma University)

S13-3 Kampo in Geriatric and Brain science
Hiroyuki Arai (Tohoku University)

S13-4 Evidence-based gender-sensitive Medicine and Kampo Medicine
Aizan Hirai (Chiba Prefectural Togane Hospital)

S13-5 PEAR (Practical Education and Applied Research) in Kampo Medicine
Yoshihiro Kano (Hokkaido College of Pharmacy)

S13-6 Spread and Contribution of Kampo Medicine for Pharmacotherapy
Nobuyuki Okamura (Faculty of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences)

S13-7 Study and Education for Solution of Clinical Problems in Kanmopo Medicine.- Reflection on
our studies in Natural Products Chemistry and Future Vision
Toshimitsu Hayashi (Toyama Medical & Pharmaceutical University)

S13-7 Pharmacological actions of Kampo medicine provide a new target of drug development
Yoichiro Isohara (Kumamoto University)